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Windcbroute,
To Wilfrid Ward	Kcswic\
July 10,1913
my dear wilfrid,
I should have written to you before but for these dread-
fully sad events.1 Sarah and I loved Mrs. Ward's letter and
sympathy. I expect she has written. We hurried to London
on Monday and got back late last night—and long journey
as it was I would not have been away for a great deaL I
loved Alfred from the first day I knew him and indeed.
I am not strange in that, I do not think Doll Liddell2
greatly exaggerated when he said to me at the funeral,
" It is by far the greatest social calamity that has happened
in my time." I always found his charm absolutely irre-
sistible and I am glad to remember that I was enjoying
it in its full power at Wittersham only a few weeks before
he died. We have all, of course, taken a sad pleasure
in the universality of the affection and sorrow: the scenes
at St. Margaret's and at Lord's were, I suppose, strictly
speaking without any precedent. And it is good to think
that that wonderful fascination—though it belonged to a
man who was no more perfect than other people—yet
was exercised one may say entirely for good; I think
Curzon had the right to say no one was ever anything but
the better for knowing Alfred, and what higher and more
hopeless wish can any of us have for ourselves than
that?
One's heart is full as I write all this, but I meant to
write about your charming memoirs which I greatly
enjoyed reading. You have a wonderful gift of biography
and it is evidently all going to be very interesting. You
bring it all out so vividly, especially the two curious pic-
tures of your father's" one-ideaded-ness " and the result of
it in your own strange childhood—the entirely religious
i The death o£ Alfred Lytcelton.   * The late Adoiphus Uddcll, C.B,

